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Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) therapy is an extensively researched, effective psychotherapy
method proven to help people recover from trauma and other distressing life experiences, including PTSD, anxiety,
depression, and panic disorders. During EMDR therapy sessions, you relive traumatic or triggering experiences in brief
doses while the therapist directs your eye movements. EMDR is thought to be effective because recalling distressing
events is often less emotionally upsetting when your attention is diverted. This allows you to be exposed to the memories
or thoughts without having a strong psychological response. In this book you will read: the history of EMDR the basic of
EMDR therapy the mechanisms underlying EMDR therapy the implications for psychotherapy and much more!
This one-stop resource focuses on applying EMDR scripted protocols to medical-related conditions. Edited by a leading
EMDR scholar and practitioner, it delivers a wide range of step-by-step protocols that enable beginning clinicians as well
as seasoned EMDR clinicians, trainers, and consultants alike to enhance their expertise more quickly when working with
clients who present with medical-related issues. The scripts are conveniently outlined in an easy-to-use, manual-style
template, facilitating a reliable, consistent format for use with EMDR clients. The scripts distill the essence of the standard
EMDR protocols. They reinforce the specific parts, sequence, and language used to create an effective outcome, and
illustrate how clinicians are using this framework to work with a variety of medical-related issues while maintaining the
integrity of the AIP model. Following a brief outline of the basic elements of EMDR procedures and protocols, the book
focuses on applying EMDR scripted protocols to such key medical issues as somatic disorders, medical trauma, cancer,
multiple sclerosis, hyperemesis gravidarum, and birth trauma. It includes summary sheets for each protocol to facilitate
gathering information, client documentation, and quick retrieval of salient information while formulating a treatment plan.
Key Features: Encompasses a wide range of step-by-step scripts for medical-related issues Includes scripted protocols
and summary sheets in strict accordance with the AIP model Facilitates the rapid development of practitioner expertise
Outlined in convenient manual-style template Includes scripts for EMDR treatment of clients with somatic disorders,
medical trauma, cancer, multiple sclerosis, birth trauma, and more
From the ‘nothing works’ maxim of the 1970s to evidence-based interventions to challenge recidivism and promote prosocial behavior, psychological therapy has played an important role in rehabilitation and risk reduction within forensic
settings in recent years. And yet the typical group therapy model isn’t always the appropriate path to take. In this
important new book, the aims and effectiveness of individual therapies within forensic settings, both old and new, are
assessed and discussed. Including contributions from authors based in the UK, North America, Europe, Australia and
New Zealand, a broad range of therapies are covered, including Cognitive Behavioural Therapy, Mentalisation Based
Therapy, Schema Therapy, Acceptance and Commitment Therapy and Compassion Focussed Therapy. Each chapter
provides: an assessment of the evidence base for effectiveness; the adaptations required in a forensic setting; whether
the therapy is aimed at recidivism or psychological change; the client or patient characteristics it is aimed at; a case study
of the therapy in action. The final section of the book looks at ethical issues, the relationship between individual and
group-based treatment, therapist supervision and deciding which therapies and therapists to select. This book is
essential reading for probation staff, psychologists, criminal justice and liaison workers and specialist treatment staff. It
will also be a valuable resource for any student of forensic or clinical psychology.
“With this Second Edition of An EMDR Therapy Primer, Dr. Hensley has created a very clear step-by-step guide to assist
the newly trained EMDR clinician. Not only will it help transition training into practice but also help those trained earlier
who are looking to update their skills. I highly recommend this book for any EMDR clinician wanting to assure fidelity to
the model and methods.” —Rosalie Thomas, RN, PhD “I believe that Dr. Hensley has written a book that is simple, basic,
and can mentor therapists who are EMDR trained and yet intimidatedÖ.This book brings us back to the basics.”
—Jennifer Lendl, PhD This is a step-by-step overview of the foundations of EMDR Therapy presented in easily accessible,
conversational language. It helps both new and experienced clinicians to maximize their preparation and skills in using
EMDR safely, confidently, and effectively. The second edition is fully revised to reflect the evolution of EMDR to an
integrative psychotherapeutic approach and is intended for use as a companion to Francine Shapiroís seminal EMDR
texts. It has been enriched with several new case histories along with extensive examples of successful EMDR
reprocessing sessions. An abundance of new information addresses EMD versus EMDR; research on the mechanism,
model, and methodology of EMDR Therapy; bilateral stimulation; ancillary targets; the why and the how of many key
EMDR Therapy components; protocol for single and recent traumatic events; updated information about the cognitive
interweave, future templates; and much, much more. The book provides concise coverage of the AIP model and EMDR
principles, protocols, and procedures and addresses the types of targets accessed during the EMDR process. The book
summarizes the Eight Phases of EMDR Therapy and the Stepping Stones of Adaptive Resolution—the components of the
standard EMDR protocol. The building blocks of EMDR Therapy—past, present, and future—are assessed with regard to
appropriate targeting and successful outcomes, as are abreactions, blocked processing, and cognitive interweaves.
Detailed case studies demonstrate strategies to assist the client in reaching adaptive resolution of trauma. New to the
Second Edition: Completely revised and updated Reflects the evolution of EMDR to an integrative therapeutic approach
Expands specialized EMDR techniques Includes new strategies to overcome obstacles Presents new transcripts and
case studies Provides “Derailment Possibilities” to alert clinicians of potential obstacles to therapeutic success Extensive
appendices include definitions for EMDR Therapy, EMDR Therapy scripts, and additional resources
This one-stop resource focuses on applying EMDR scripted protocols to medical-related conditions. Edited by a leading
EMDR scholar and practitioner, it delivers a wide range of step-by-step protocols that enable beginning clinicians as well
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as seasoned EMDR clinicians, trainers, and consultants alike to enhance their expertise more quickly when working with
clients who present with medical-related issues such as eating and body image dysregulation, relationship distortion,
chronic pain, and maladaptive self-care behaviors. The scripts are conveniently outlined in an easy-to-use, manual style
template, facilitating a reliable, consistent format for use with EMDR clients. The scripts distill the essence of the standard
EMDR protocols. They reinforce the specific parts, sequence, and language used to create an effective outcome, and
illustrate how clinicians are using this framework to work with a variety of medical-related issues while maintaining the
integrity of the AIP model. Following a brief outline of the basic elements of EMDR procedures and protocols, the book
focuses on applying EMDR scripted protocols to such key medical issues as eating and body image dysregulation,
chronic pain experiences such as migraine and fibromyalgia, and maladaptive self-care behaviors. It includes summary
sheets for each protocol to facilitate gathering information, client documentation, and quick retrieval of salient information
while formulating a treatment plan. Protocols for clinician self-care add further to the book's value. Key Features:
Encompasses a wide range of step-by-step scripts for medical-related issues Includes scripted protocols and summary
sheets in strict accordance with the AIP model Facilitates the rapid development of practitioner expertise Outlined in
convenient manual-style template Includes scripts for EMDR treatment of clients with eating disorders and body image
dysregulation, headaches, fibromyalgia, relationship distortion, maladaptive self-care behaviors, and more
"Originally developed for treatment of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), this evidence-based approach is now also
used to treat adults and children with complex trauma, anxiety disorders, depression, addictive behavior problems, and
other clinical problems. EMDR originator Francine Shapiro reviews the therapy's theoretical and empirical underpinnings,
details the eight phases of treatment, and provides training materials and resources. Vivid vignettes, transcripts, and
reproducible forms are included"--Amazon.com.
"[R]eading this book has given me a whole host of new ideas about working with complex and dissociative clients... Clear
and engaging, peppered with relevant case histories, this book would make an important addition to anyone's EMDRrelated book collection." -- Dr. Robin Logie, EMDR UK & Ireland This book is the first to bring together in one volume an
overview of the principal issues in treatment of dissociative disorders in complex PTSD, and a description of the
integration of specific EMDR-related interventions or "tools" with other psychotherapeutic treatments. These tools can
significantly extend the therapeutic power of EMDR-related methods. Each intervention is examined in detail with
accompanying transcripts illustrating the nuances and variations in how the intervention is applied. It is written by a highly
esteemed EMDR scholar, trainer, international speaker, and author who is an EMDRIA-designated "Master Clinician."
The book discusses how the concepts and vocabulary of other models of dissociation (particularly the Theory of
Structural Dissociation of the Personality, and the Internal Family Systems model) translate directly into EMDRís
Adaptive Information Processing language. It presents detailed descriptions of specific EMDR-related tools that are
useful in facilitating and safely accelerating therapeutic progress with clients suffering from Complex PTSD. These
include such standard EMDR procedures as Trauma Processing and Resource Installation, several
conceptual/cognitive/phenomenological models of dissociative personality structures and symptoms, and specific EMDR
interventions for resolving dysfunctionally stored post-traumatic elements. The book will be of great value to therapists
who wish to extend their use of basic EMDR with "easier" clients to using it effectively with more complex clients. Key
Features: Provides a theoretical framework to guide assessment and treatment of clients with Complex PTSD Serves as
a "hands-on" resource for using specific EMDR procedures Describes each intervention in detail, illustrating the nuances
and variations in different applications Includes specific "AIP" tools, actual therapy scripts, and client drawings Covers
DSM-V PSTD criteria
"This is an excellent guide to the theory and practice of EMDR. It provides great clarity to readers unsure of how this
therapy is conducted. If you want to know about EMDR, this is the book to have." Score: 100, 5 stars --Doody's Learning
to use EMDR safely and effectively requires the integration of a wide range of knowledge and skills. This guide serves as
an orientation to the clinical, professional, and risk management issues that EMDR practitioners face in their daily
practice. Following the eight-phase model of EMDR, the book provides clear, detailed guidelines to utilizing the standard
EMDR protocols for treatment of posttraumatic stress disorder, phobias, and panic attacks. Included are guidelines for
case formulation, treatment planning, and preparing patients for EMDR reprocessing. The guide also contains sample
consultation agreements and forms for documenting case summaries and treatment outcomes. Key features: Includes
charts, forms, illustrations, tables, and decision trees to guide treatment planning and documentation Presents case
studies with transcripts illustrating the different protocols, as well as guidelines for informed decision making Discusses
ethical issues in clinical application, consultation, supervision, and research With clear, concise treatment guidelines on
the clinical use of EMDR, this book serves as an invaluable resource for practicing clinicians, supervisors, consultants,
and clinic directors.
YE MOVEMENT DESENSITIZATION AND REPROCESSING (EMDR) THERAPY". Inside you will learn: Why EMDR works so fast
How EMDR uses your brain's own natural healing process How EMDR works to cut through depression and anxiety Practical tips,
do's and don'ts Who can safely do EMDR alone, and who should have professional guidance A bonus chapter: a complete
transcript of one of my own EMDR sessions over 3600 words long. (NO ONE ELSE is offering this!) I have battled with depression
most of my life. I have tried just about every therapy for depression out there. When I first heard about EMDR, my first reaction
was: OMG, you've GOT to be KIDDING. But then I started looking into EMDR for myself, and I easily learned to apply the
techniques. I became convinced that this is the "missing link" a simple, effective way to finally place the past where it belongs-- IN
THE PAST! EMDR is not some alternative, New Age fad that will be gone next year. It is based on hard science, and uses the very
pathways your brain already uses to handle difficult experiences. If you are suffering from depression and are fed up with
therapies that go nowhere, expensive medications that don't work, and pain that just never seems to lift, you owe it to yourself to
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learn about this amazing therapy. I make a bold claim: this is one of the best books on EMDR for non-professionals now on the
market. It is packed with research, is easy to read, is totally non-technical, and is very, very well priced.
How to Secure Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing EMDR? What would be the goal or target for a Eye Movement
Desensitization and Reprocessing EMDR's improvement team? Is Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing EMDR
dependent on the successful delivery of a current project? Does Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing EMDR analysis
isolate the fundamental causes of problems? What sources do you use to gather information for a Eye Movement Desensitization
and Reprocessing EMDR study? Defining, designing, creating, and implementing a process to solve a business challenge or meet
a business objective is the most valuable role... In EVERY company, organization and department. Unless you are talking a onetime, single-use project within a business, there should be a process. Whether that process is managed and implemented by
humans, AI, or a combination of the two, it needs to be designed by someone with a complex enough perspective to ask the right
questions. Someone capable of asking the right questions and step back and say, 'What are we really trying to accomplish here?
And is there a different way to look at it?' For more than twenty years, The Art of Service's Self-Assessments empower people who
can do just that - whether their title is marketer, entrepreneur, manager, salesperson, consultant, business process manager,
executive assistant, IT Manager, CxO etc... - they are the people who rule the future. They are people who watch the process as it
happens, and ask the right questions to make the process work better. This book is for managers, advisors, consultants,
specialists, professionals and anyone interested in Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing EMDR assessment. All the
tools you need to an in-depth Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing EMDR Self-Assessment. Featuring 619 new and
updated case-based questions, organized into seven core areas of process design, this Self-Assessment will help you identify
areas in which Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing EMDR improvements can be made. In using the questions you
will be better able to: - diagnose Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing EMDR projects, initiatives, organizations,
businesses and processes using accepted diagnostic standards and practices - implement evidence-based best practice
strategies aligned with overall goals - integrate recent advances in Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing EMDR and
process design strategies into practice according to best practice guidelines Using a Self-Assessment tool known as the Eye
Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing EMDR Scorecard, you will develop a clear picture of which Eye Movement
Desensitization and Reprocessing EMDR areas need attention. Included with your purchase of the book is the Eye Movement
Desensitization and Reprocessing EMDR Self-Assessment downloadable resource, which contains all questions and SelfAssessment areas of this book in a ready to use Excel dashboard, including the self-assessment, graphic insights, and project
planning automation - all with examples to get you started with the assessment right away. Access instructions can be found in the
book. You are free to use the Self-Assessment contents in your presentations and materials for customers without asking us - we
are here to help.
According to many clinical psychologists, when the mind is forced to endure a horrifying experience, it has the ability to bury the
entire memory of it so deeply within the unconscious that it can only be recalled in the form of a flashback triggered by a sight, a
smell, or a sound. Indeed, therapists and lawyers have created an industry based on treating and litigating the cases of people
who suddenly claim to have "recovered" memories of everything from child abuse to murder. This book reveals that despite
decades of research, there is absolutely no controlled scientific support for the idea that memories of trauma are routinely
banished into the unconscious and then reliably recovered years later. Since it is not actually a legitimate psychological
phenomenon, the idea of "recovered memory"--and the movement that has developed alongside it--is thus closer to a dangerous
fad or trendy witch hunt.
"...[This book contains] invaluable material for the child therapist with varied theoretical backgrounds to more confidently apply
EMDR to children." -- Frances Klaff, for Journal of EMDR Practice and Research, Volume 3, Number 3, 2009 In this book the
authors present an overview of how therapists can get started in conceptualizing psychotherapy with Eye Movement
Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) methodology through Adaptive Information Processing (AIP) theory. The focus of the
book is to teach therapists to effectively use the entire EMDR protocol with young children. The first chapter provides a
comprehensive overview of how to get started with EMDR after completing basic training. The book continues with chapters that
detail the basic skills in using EMDR with children and then transitions to more advanced skills in using EMDR with children with
specific diagnosis and presenting issues. They follow with a chapter summarizing the published evidence to date supporting the
practice of EMDR with children. Data is then incorporated into a chapter summarizing their research on EMDR with young children
in order to provide evidence of therapists' ability to adhere to the EMDR protocol with children, and to document their research
findings about training therapists to use EMDR with children. Finally, they conclude the book with goals for the future of EMDR
with children while encouraging therapists to consider conducting research in order to compel the practice of EMDR with children
into the mainstream of child psychotherapy. It is a major task of the book to inspire therapists to begin thinking about conducting
research and how important research is to therapists in order to validate and advance the practice of psychotherapy. In the end,
the most significant goal of this book is to provide best practice for children who are in need of expert psychotherapy in order to
change the trajectory of their lives. The hope is to provide guidance and support to therapists in order to launch them in their
practice of EMDR. This is the art of treating children with EMDR.
An untainted and positive approach to life is a keystone to achieving happiness. Just as we fail to view a clear vista looking
through a dirty glass, we fail to view the beauty of life looking through a mind riddled with negative memories. Eye Movement
Desensitization Reprocessing (EMDR)-although still in its early stages of global recognition- is a form of therapy that has helped
millions with their psychological ailments. Extensive research has evidenced the efficacy of EMDR's approach in the treatment of
trauma. This eBook provides essential information about EMDR, discussing it history, definition, the eight phases of treatment,
research based results, plenty of self-help techniques and much besides. It deliberates the benefits of EMDR in the treatment of
post-traumatic stress disorder (PSTD), anxiety, various phobias and other experiential-based disorders. Enhanced with examples
and broad descriptions, the book gives a thorough understanding of the purpose of the therapeutic approach and provides a vivid
imagery of what EMDR therapy sessions look like. This eBook will serve as a great compass for the understanding of EMDR for
those seeking to pursue the therapy. It furnishes all the necessary information needed to understand whether this therapy is the
right one for you or a loved one.
These scripted protocols and summary sheets in a fill-in PDF format offer the EMDR practitioner an adjunct to the chapters of Eye
Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) Scripted Protocols: Basics and Special Situations. The excerpted digitalized
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scripts give the clinician a unique opportunity to record data on the computer or as a hard copy. In addition, there are new
summary sheets for each chapter to condense the data collected, allowing for quick retrieval. These digital scripts and summary
sheets assist in protocol information retrieval for different populations, and facilitate the gathering and organization of important
client data, as well as case conceptualization. These forms are available as a digital download or on a CD-ROM and are
compatible with any computer or device that supports PDF. The basics include sections on client history taking, explaining EMDR,
trauma and the Adaptive Information (AIP) Processing model, creating resources, special targeting, Francine Shapiro's 6 basic
protocols, and clinician self-care. The special situations include sections on early interventions for man-made and natural
catastrophes, early interventions for groups, and performance enhancement. A unique, one-stop resource that facilitates EMDR
treatment, this product is invaluable for fully-trained EMDR mental health practitioners, consultants, and supervisors who are
interested in deepening their understanding of EMDR and/or work with special situations. Key Features: Scripts and summary
sheets for different client populations Facilitates gathering and organization of client data Expandable and editable digital format
for easy access and customized tailoring to therapist's needs Concise summary sheets for quick information retrieval Assists in
case conceptualization and the formulation of concise and clear treatment plans Includes templates for repeat use
A totally accessible user's guide from the creator of a scientifically proven form of psychotherapy that has successfully treated
millions of people worldwide. Whether we've experienced small setbacks or major traumas, we are all influenced by memories and
experiences we may not remember or don't fully understand. Getting Past Your Past offers practical procedures that demystify the
human condition and empower readers looking to achieve real change. Shapiro, the creator of EMDR (Eye Movement
Desensitization and Reprocessing), explains how our personalities develop and why we become trapped into feeling, believing
and acting in ways that don't serve us. Through detailed examples and exercises readers will learn to understand themselves, and
why the people in their lives act the way they do. Most importantly, readers will also learn techniques to improve their relationships,
break through emotional barriers, overcome limitations and excel in ways taught to Olympic athletes, successful executives and
performers. An easy conversational style, humor and fascinating real life stories make it simple to understand the brain science,
why we get stuck in various ways and what to do about it. Don't let yourself be run by unconscious and automatic reactions. Read
the reviews below from award winners, researchers, academics and best selling authors to learn how to take control of your life.
In easy-to-understand terms, Barb Maiberger explains EMDR toclients and, in turn, equips clinicians with a shorthand way
ofexplaining it to their own patients. Topics include understandingtrauma and its symptoms, how and why EMDR works (and when
itwon't), how to find the right therapist, and sample relaxationexercises.
Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) Therapy, Third EditionBasic Principles, Protocols, and ProceduresGuilford
Publications
Eye Movement Desensitization Reprocessing (EMDR) therapy is an evidence-based psychotherapy which has been recognized by the World
Health Organization (WHO) as a first-choice treatment for Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). Beyond PTSD, there has been increasing
research into its mechanism of action and in the efficacy of EMDR in other psychiatric and somatic disorders with comorbid psychological
trauma. The motivation of this research topic was to offer new and innovative research on EMDR across the globe to an increasing number of
clinicians and researchers with an interest in this trauma-focused intervention.
This one-stop resource is the first to focus on applying EMDR scripted protocols to medical related conditions. Edited by a leading EMDR
scholar andpractitioner, it delivers a wide range of step-by-step protocols that enable beginning clinicians as well as seasoned EMDR
clinicians, trainers, andconsultants alike to enhance their expertise more quickly when working with clients who present with medical-related
issues. The scripts are convenientlyoutlined in an easy-to-use, manual style template, facilitating a reliable, consistent format for use with
EMDR clients. The scripts distill the essence of the Standard EMDR Protocols. They reinforce the specific parts, sequence, and language
used to create an effectiveoutcome, and illustrate how clinicians are using this framework to work with a variety of medical related issues
while maintaining the integrity of the AIPmodel. Following a brief outline of the basic elements of EMDR procedures and protocols, the book
focuses on applying EMDR scripted protocols to such keymedical issues as cancer, eating disorders, headaches, chronic pain, somatic
disorders, Multiple Sclerosis, Fibromyalgia, medical related trauma, self-care and others. It includes summary sheets for each protocol to
facilitate gathering information, client documentation, andquick retrieval of salient information while formulating a treatment plan. Protocols for
clinician self-care add further to the book'Aos value. Key Features: Encompasses a wide range of step-by-step scripts for medical-related
issues Includes scripted protocols and summary sheets in strict accordance with AIP model Facilitates the rapid development of practitioner
expertise Outlined in convenient manual-style template Includes scripts for EMDR treatment of clients with cancer, eating disorders,
headaches, somatic disorders, MS, sexual disorders, and more
Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing therapy (EMDR) is a unique, empirically validated approach that is recommended by the
World Health Organization as a "first line treatment for post traumatic stress disorder in adults." EMDR therapy emphasizes working with
imagery, cognitions, emotions, somatic sensations, and behavior linked to a disturbing memory, as well as attending to past, current, and
future-oriented experiential contributors. Unlike many psychotherapeutic treatments, EMDR does not require prolonged exposure, the direct
challenging of beliefs, or numerous sessions to achieve results. In this book, Dr. Shapiro, the originator of this approach, and Dr. Russell, her
longtime colleague and collaborator, describe their work and the significant controversy that attended its rise due to EMDR's challenging of
traditional cognitive behavioral approaches to psychotherapy and mechanisms of change. The authors describe the theory of EMDR, provide
the complete EMDR therapeutic protocol, the evidence base that supports it, and examine practical issues and common challenges related to
implementing EMDR in clinical practice.
As the average age of the population rises, mental health professionals have become increasingly aware of the critical importance of
personality in mediating successful adaptation in later life. Personality disorders were once thought to "age out," and accordingly to have an
inconsequential impact on the lives of the elderly. But recent clinical experience and studies underscore not only the prevalence of personality
disorders in older people, but the pivotal roles they play in the onset, course, and treatment outcomes of other emotional and cognitive
problems and physical problems as well. Clearly, mental health professionals must further develop research methods, assessment
techniques, and intervention strategies targeting these disorders; and they must more effectively integrate what is being learned from
advances in research and theory into clinical practice. Inspired by these needs, the editors have brought together a distinguished group of
behavioral scientists and clinicians dedicated to understanding the interaction of personality and aging. Offering a rich array of theoretical
perspectives (intrapsychic, interpersonal, neuropsychological, and systems), they summarize the empirical literature, present
phenomenological case reports, and review psychodynamic, cognitive-behavioral, and pharmacological treatment approaches. This
comprehensive state-of-the-art guide will be welcomed by all those who must confront the complexity and the challenge of working with this
population.
Starting with the Foreword by Daniel Siegel, MD, the Handbook demonstrates in superb detail how you can combine EMDR’s information
processing approach with family systems perspectives and therapy techniques. An impressive and needed piece of work, Handbook of
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EMDR and Family Therapy Processes provides a clear and comprehensive bridge between individual and family therapies.
When EMDR was first published in 1997, it was hailed as the most important method to emerge in psychotherapy in decades. In the twenty
years since, Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) therapy has successfully treated psychological problems for millions
of sufferers worldwide. In this updated edition, Francine Shapiro offers a new introduction that presents the latest applications of this
remarkable therapy, as well as new scientific data demonstrating its efficacy. Drawing on the experiences of thousands of clinicians as well
as a vast research literature on depression, addiction, PTSD, and other disorders, she explains how life experiences are physically stored in
our brains, making us feel and act in harmful ways, and how EMDR therapy can bring relief, often in a remarkably short period of time.
Applicable to survivors of trauma as well as people suffering from phobias and other experience-based disorders, EMDR is essential reading
for anyone who seeks to understand why we hurt, how we heal, and how we get better.
This one-stop resource focuses on applying EMDR scripted protocols to medical-related conditions. Edited by a leading EMDR scholar and
practitioner, it delivers a wide range of step-by-step protocols that enable beginning clinicians as well as seasoned EMDR clinicians, trainers,
and consultants alike to enhance their expertise more quickly when working with clients who present with medical-related issues such as
eating and body image dysregulation, relationship distortion, chronic pain, and maladaptive self-care behaviors. The scripts are conveniently
outlined in an easy-to-use, manual style template, facilitating a reliable, consistent format for use with EMDR clients. The scripts distill the
essence of the standard EMDR protocols. They reinforce the specific parts, sequence, and language used to create an effective outcome,
and illustrate how clinicians are using this framework to work with a variety of medical-related issues while maintaining the integrity of the AIP
model. Following a brief outline of the basic elements of EMDR procedures and protocols, the book focuses on applying EMDR scripted
protocols to such key medical issues as eating and body image dysregulation, chronic pain experiences such as migraine and fibromyalgia,
and maladaptive self-care behaviors. It includes summary sheets for each protocol to facilitate gathering information, client documentation,
and quick retrieval of salient information while formulating a treatment plan. Protocols for clinician self-care add further to the book’s value.
Key Features: Encompasses a wide range of step-by-step scripts for medical-related issues Includes scripted protocols and summary sheets
in strict accordance with the AIP model Facilitates the rapid development of practitioner expertise Outlined in convenient manual-style
template Includes scripts for EMDR treatment of clients with eating disorders and body image dysregulation, headaches, fibromyalgia,
relationship distortion, maladaptive self-care behaviors, and more

This evidence-based clinical guideline commissioned by NICE (National Institute for Clinical Excellence) presents guidance on the
management of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) in primary and secondary care.
Prolonged Exposure Therapy is an effective, highly flexible, and very well researched intervention to reduce the symptoms of
PTSD across a variety of traumatized populations. The second edition of Prolonged Exposure Therapy for PTSD: Emotional
Processing of Traumatic Experiences, Therapist Guide, along with the accompanying Workbook, provides all of the tools
necessary for trained mental health providers to implement this first-line PTSD treatment with their patients. This model is
individualized to address the needs of a variety of trauma survivors. Leaders in clinical practice, training, and research in the field
of PTSD treatment, the authors have revised the Guide throughout to reflect the many advances in PTSD research that have
occurred since the release of the first edition, including key adjustments to the underlying theory as well as additional evidence for
modifications and individualization for more complex patient presentations and military populations. The Guide provides a concise
but thorough description of the key components of the program, how to implement them, and when and how to consider
adaptations.
The two volume APA Handbook of Trauma Psychology is the most comprehensive guide and reference work on the subject to
date. It provides a survey of all the major areas and subtopics of empirical knowledge and practical applications in the field of
trauma psychology, written by top experts in the field. Volume 1 is divided into sections on the nature of trauma, its psychological
impact, major conceptual frameworks for understanding traumatization, and trauma as viewed from the diverse perspective of
various disciplines. Volume 2 covers multiple applications of trauma psychology, including various modalities of trauma
assessment, major treatment approaches across the lifespan, and multiclient and organizational practice. The APA Handbook of
Trauma Psychology is an essential resource for specialists in trauma who need comprehensive information, for practitioners who
seek to familiarize themselves with the range of approaches for trauma assessment and treatment, and for students as a graduate
level or advanced undergraduate level textbook.
Explores how the explosion of neuroscience-based evidence in recent years has led to a fundamental change in how forensic
psychology can inform working with criminal populations. This book communicates knowledge and research findings in the
neurobiological field to those who work with offenders and those who design policy for offender rehabilitation and criminal justice
systems, so that practice and policy can be neurobiologically informed, and research can be enhanced. Starting with an
introduction to the subject of neuroscience and forensic settings, The Wiley Blackwell Handbook of Forensic Neuroscience then
offers in-depth and enlightening coverage of the neurobiology of sex and sexual attraction, aggressive behavior, and emotion
regulation; the neurobiological bases to risk factors for offending such as genetics, developmental, alcohol and drugs, and mental
disorders; and the neurobiology of offending, including psychopathy, antisocial personality disorders, and violent and sexual
offending. The book also covers rehabilitation techniques such as brain scanning, brain-based therapy for adolescents, and
compassion-focused therapy. The book itself: Covers a wide array of neuroscience research Chapters by renowned
neuroscientists and criminal justice experts Topics covered include the neurobiology of aggressive behavior, the neuroscience of
deception, genetic contributions to psychopathy, and neuroimaging-guided treatment Offers conclusions for practitioners and
future directions for the field. The Handbook of Forensic Neuroscience is a welcome book for all researchers, practitioners, and
postgraduate students involved with forensic psychology, neuroscience, law, and criminology.
This volume provides the definitive guide to Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR), the psychotherapeutic
approach developed by Francine Shapiro. EMDR is one of the most widely investigated treatments for posttraumatic stress
disorder, and many other applications are also being explored. Presenting background on EMDR’s development, theoretical
constructs, and possible underlying mechanisms, the volume also contains detailed descriptions and transcripts that guide the
clinician through every stage of therapeutic treatment, from client selection to the administration of EMDR and its integration within
a comprehensive treatment plan. Among the many clinical populations for whom the material in this volume has been seen as
applicable are survivors of sexual abuse, crime, and combat, as well as sufferers of phobias and other experientially based
disorders. Special feature: Two online-only appendices were added in 2009 (www.guilford.com/EMDR-appendices). These
appendices comprehensively review current research on EMDR and its clinical applications. EMDR is now recognized by the
American Psychiatric Association as an effective treatment for ameliorating symptoms of both acute and chronic PTSD (APA
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Practice Guidelines for the Treatment of Patients with Acute Stress Disorder and Posttraumatic Stress Disorder). New to This
Edition: *Updated neurobiological data, findings from controlled clinical studies, and literature on emerging clinical applications.
*Updated protocols and procedures for working with adults and children with a range of presenting problems.
Interest in eye movement desensitization response (EMDR) is growing rapidly. It isn't a substitute for therapy; it's a useful tool for
the psychotherapist. Since incompletely processed, upsetting experiences are primary sources of children's emotional problems,
EMDR is valuable for those who work with children. This book is for therapists who know how to do therapy and want to
understand how EMDR can fit in with what they already do. A Jason Aronson Book
This handbook presents the current evidence-based psychological treatments for trauma related disorders in childhood and
adolescence and in addition provides clearly structured, up-to-date information on the basic principles of traumatic stress research
and practice in that age group, covering epidemiology, developmental issues, pathogenetic models, diagnostics, and assessment.
Each of the chapters on treatment, which form the core of the book, begins with a summary of the theoretical underpinnings of the
approach, followed by a case presentation illustrating the treatment protocol session by session, an analysis of special challenges
typically encountered in implementing this treatment, and an overview of the current evidence base for the treatment approach. A
special section considers modern treatments in particular settings, such as schools, hospitals, and juvenile justice systems, and
the concluding chapters provide an integrative discussion on how to treat traumatized children and adolescents and an outlook.
The book will be invaluable for clinical child and adolescent psychologists, child and adolescent psychiatrists, psychotherapists,
and other mental health professionals working with traumatized children and adolescents.
“Inspiring, tragic, and at times heart-rendingly funny.” —People Unsentimental, unexpectedly funny, and incredibly honest, Tragedy
Plus Time is a love letter to every family that has ever felt messy, complicated, or (even momentarily) magnificent. Meet the
Magnificent Cayton-Hollands, a trio of brilliant, acerbic teenagers from Denver, Colorado, who were going to change the world.
Anna, Adam, and Lydia were taught by their father, a civil rights lawyer, and mother, an investigative journalist, to recognize
injustice and have their hearts open to the universe—the good, the bad, the heartbreaking (and, inadvertently, the anxiety-inducing
and the obsessive-compulsive disorder-fueling). Adam chose to meet life’s tough breaks and cruel realities with stand-up comedy;
his older sister, Anna, chose law; while their youngest sister, Lydia, struggled to find her place in the world. Beautiful and whipsmart, Lydia was witty, extremely sensitive, fiercely stubborn, and always somewhat haunted. She and Adam bonded over
comedy from a young age, running skits in their basement and obsessing over episodes of The Simpsons. When Adam sunk into
a deep depression in college, it was Lydia who was able to reach him and pull him out. But years later as Adam’s career takes off,
Lydia’s own depression overtakes her, and, though he tries, Adam can’t return the favor. When she takes her own life, the family
is devastated, and Adam throws himself into his stand-up, drinking, and rage. He struggles with disturbing memories of Lydia’s
death and turns to EMDR therapy to treat his post-traumatic stress disorder when he realizes there’s a difference between losing
and losing it. Adam Cayton-Holland is a tremendously talented writer and comedian, uniquely poised to take readers to the edges
of comedy and tragedy, brilliance and madness. Tragedy Plus Time is a revelatory, darkly funny, and poignant tribute to a lost
sibling that will have you reaching for the phone to call your brother or sister by the last page.

EMDR Therapy is a psychotherapy approach based on standard procedures and protocols. This is an important resource
that focuses on applying EMDR therapy to anxiety, obsessive-compulsive, and mood-related disorders using EMDR
Therapy’s standard procedures and protocols as its template. Edited by a leading EMDR scholar and practitioner, it
delivers step-by-step protocols that enable beginning practitioners as well as seasoned EMDR clinicians, trainers, and
consultants to enhance their expertise more quickly when treating clients or groups of clients with these conditions.
These chapters reflect the expertise of EMDR clinicians treating anxiety disorders including specific phobia, panic
disorder and generalized anxiety disorder; obsessive-compulsive disorders including body dysmorphic disorder, olfactory
reference syndrome, and hoarding behaviors; and mood disorders including bipolar disorder, major depression, and
postpartum depression. For each topic, authors include relevant questions for history taking, helpful resources and
explanations, frequently used negative and positive cognitions, and information on case conceptualization and treatment
planning. Comprised of past, present, and future templates, the scripts are conveniently presented in an easy-to-use
manual-style format that facilitates a reliable, consistent procedure. Summary sheets for each protocol support quick
retrieval of essential issues and components for the clinician while putting together a treatment plan for the client. These
scripted protocols and completed summary sheets can be inserted right into a client’s chart for easy documentation.
Scripts and summary sheets are available also in an expandable, downloadable format for easy digital access for each
protocol to simplify the gathering of information and to document it in clients’ charts in a consistent format. This facilitates
quick retrieval of the essential issues and components needed by clinicians to create appropriate treatment plans and
easy access to client information.
" This excellent book contains many different scripts, applicable to a number of special populations. It takes a practical
approach and walks therapists step-by-step through the EMDR therapeutic process. [Readers] will not be disappointed.
Score:93, 4 stars --Doody's Praise from a practicing EMDR therapist and user of Eye Movement Desensitization and
Reprocessing (EMDR) Scripted Protocols: Kudos to...everyone who contributed to this important volume....[It] is an
indispensable resource. Thank you, thank you, thank you! --Andrea B. Goldberg, LCSW EMDRIA Certified EMDR
Therapist EMDRIA Consultant-in-training Bloomfield and Newark, NJ This book outlines some of the basic elements of
the 11-Step Standard Procedure of EMDR and the Standard Three-Pronged EMDR Protocol. Unlike other EMDR books,
however, this book focuses on applying EMDR scripted protocols to special populations. Special populations discussed
include children, adolescents, couples, and clients suffering from complex posttraumatic stress disorder, dissociative
disorders, anxiety, addictive behaviors, and severe pain. This is a volume rich in wisdom and insight that every EMDR
clinician working with special populations will need in his or her collection. Key topics include: EMDR preparation,
assessment, and desensitization phases for children Integrating EMDR into couples therapy EMDR protocol for treating
sexual dysfunction EMDR-informed treatment approaches for dissociative disorders Clearing the pain of unrequited love
with EMDR An EMDR approach to treating substance abuse and addiction EMDR for pain patients Self-care for EMDR
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practitioners "
This handbook shows the wide perspective cognitive-behavioural treatment can offer to health professionals, the vast
majority of whom now recognize that cognitive behavioural procedures are very useful in treating many 'mental'
disorders, even if certain disciplines continue to favour other kinds of treatment. This book offers a wide range of
structured programmes for the treatment of various psychological/psychiatric disorders as classified by the DSM-IV. The
layout will be familiar to the majority of health professionals in the description of mental disorders and their later
treatment. It is divided into seven sections, covering anxiety disorders, sexual disorders, dissociative, somatoform,
impulse control disorders, emotional disorders and psychotic and organic disorders. Throughout the twenty-three
chapters, this book offers the health professional a structured guide with which to start tackling a whole series of 'mental'
disorders and offers pointers as to where to find more detailed information. The programmes outlined should, it is hoped,
prove more effective than previous approaches with lower economic costs and time investment for the patient and
therapist.
"This excellent book contains many different scripts, applicable to a number of special populations. It takes a practical
approach and walks therapists step-by-step through the EMDR therapeutic process. [Readers] will not be disappointed."
Score: 93, 4 stars --Doody's Praise from a practicing EMDR therapist and user of Eye Movement Desensitization and
Reprocessing (EMDR) Scripted Protocols: "Kudos to...everyone who contributed to this important volume....[It] is an
indispensable resource. Thank you, thank you, thank you!" --Andrea B. Goldberg, LCSW EMDRIA Certified EMDR
Therapist EMDRIA Consultant-in-training Bloomfield and Newark, NJ This book serves as a one-stop resource where
therapists can access a wide range of word-for-word scripted protocols for EMDR practice, including the past, present,
and future templates. These scripts are conveniently outlined in an easy-to-use, manual style template for therapists,
allowing them to have a reliable, consistent form and procedure when using EMDR with clients. The book contains an
entire section on the development of resources and on clinician self-care. There is a self-awareness questionnaire to
assist clinicians in identifying potential problems that often arise in treatment, allowing for strategies to deal with them.
Also included are helpful past memory, current triggers and future template worksheet scripts. Key topics include: Client
history taking that will inform the treatment process of patients Resource development to help clients identify and target
their problems to regain control when issues appear overwhelming Scripts for the 6 basic EMDR Protocols for traumatic
events, current anxieties and behaviors, recent traumatic events, phobias, excessive grief, and illness and somatic
disorders Early intervention procedures for man-made and natural catastrophes EMDR and early interventions for
groups, including work with children, adolescents, and adults Written workbook format for individual or group EMDR
EMDR to enhance performance and positive emotion
Integrating the latest in attachment theory and research into the use of EMDR. Much has been written about trauma and
neglect and the damage they do to the developing brain. But little has been written or researched about the potential to
heal these attachment wounds and address the damage sustained from neglect or poor parenting in early childhood. This
book presents a therapy that focuses on precisely these areas. Laurel Parnell, leader and innovator in the field of eyemovement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR), offers us a way to embrace two often separate worlds of knowing:
the science of early attachment relationships and the practice of healing within an EMDR framework. This beautifully
written and clinically practical book combines attachment theory, one of the most dynamic theoretical areas in
psychotherapy today, with EMDR to teach therapists a new way of healing clients with relational trauma and attachment
deficits. Readers will find science-based ideas about how our early relationships shape the way the mind and brain
develop from our young years into our adult lives. Our connections with caregivers induce neural circuit firings that persist
throughout our lives, shaping how we think, feel, remember, and behave. When we are lucky enough to have secure
attachment experiences in which we feel seen, safe, soothed, and secure—the “four S’s of attachment” that serve as the
foundation for a healthy mind—these relational experiences stimulate the neuronal activation and growth of the integrative
fibers of the brain. EMDR is a powerful tool for catalyzing integration in an individual across several domains, including
memory, narrative, state, and vertical and bilateral integration. In Laurel Parnell’s attachment-based modifications of the
EMDR approach, the structural foundations of this integrative framework are adapted to further catalyze integration for
individuals who have experienced non-secure attachment and developmental trauma. The book is divided into four parts.
Part I lays the groundwork and outlines the five basic principles that guide and define the work. Part II provides
information about attachment-repair resources available to clinicians. This section can be used by therapists who are not
trained in EMDR. Part III teaches therapists how to use EMDR specifically with an attachment-repair orientation,
including client preparation, target development, modifications of the standard EMDR protocol, desensitization, and using
interweaves. Case material is used throughout. Part IV includes the presentation of three cases from different EMDR
therapists who used attachment-focused EMDR with their clients. These cases illustrate what was discussed in the
previous chapters and allow the reader to observe the theoretical concepts put into clinical practice—giving the history and
background of the clients, actual EMDR sessions, attachment-repair interventions within these sessions and the rationale
for them, and information about the effects of the interventions and the course of treatment.
The authoritative presentation of Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) therapy, this groundbreaking
book--now revised and expanded--has enhanced the clinical repertoires of more than 125,000 readers and has been
translated into 10 languages. Originally developed for treatment of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), this evidencebased approach is now also used to treat adults and children with complex trauma, anxiety disorders, depression,
addictive behavior problems, and other clinical problems. EMDR originator Francine Shapiro reviews the therapy's
theoretical and empirical underpinnings, details the eight phases of treatment, and provides training materials and
resources. Vivid vignettes, transcripts, and reproducible forms are included. Purchasers get access to a Web page where
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they can download and print the reproducible materials in a convenient 8 1/2" x 11" size. New to This Edition *Over 15
years of important advances in therapy and research, including findings from clinical and neurophysiological studies.
*New and revised protocols and procedures. *Discusses additional applications, including the treatment of complex
trauma, addictions, pain, depression, and moral injury, as well as post-disaster response. *Appendices with session
transcripts, clinical aids, and tools for assessing treatment fidelity and outcomes. EMDR therapy is recognized as a best
practice for the treatment of PTSD by the U.S. Departments of Veterans Affairs and Defense, the International Society for
Traumatic Stress Studies, the World Health Organization, the U.K. National Institute for Health and Care Excellence
(NICE), the Australian National Health and Medical Research Council, the Association of the Scientific Medical Societies
in Germany, and other health care associations/institutes around the world.
This book focuses on EMDR Therapy as a psychotherapy approach based on standard procedures and protocols for
trauma and stressor-related conditions. Using EMDR Therapy’s standard procedures and protocols as its template, this
book presents step-by-step scripts that enable new practitioners and seasoned EMDR clinicians, trainers, and
consultants alike to incorporate EMDR Therapy into their case conceptualizations and treatment plans while working with
patients who have issues related to trauma, and stressor-related conditions. These scripts can be put to use immediately
and retain the complete integrity of EMDR Therapy by presenting the three-prong protocol (past memories, present
triggers, and future templates) and the 11-step procedure essential to the standard practice of EMDR Therapy. The
chapters are conveniently presented in an easy-to-use manual-style format that facilitates a reliable, consistent
procedure. Scripts and summary sheets are available in an expandable, downloadable format for easy digital access for
each protocol to simplify the gathering of information and to document it in clients’ charts in a consistent format. This
facilitates quick retrieval of the essential issues and components needed by clinicians to create appropriate treatment
plans.
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